Abstract. The AC loss measurements of the HTS cable prototype in the EDIPO test facility motivated detailed investigations of the loss contributions from the tape, strand and cable stages of the HTS fusion conductor design proposed at Swiss Plasma Center (SPC). As an initial step of the task, magnetization tests of soldered stacks of HTS tapes were carried out at 5 K and 77 K temperatures and magnetic fields up to 12 T using the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) technique. The influence on the magnetization loss of the number of tapes, width of the tape, field's orientation and tape's manufacturer is studied experimentally performing both the major and minor magnetization loops with different ramp rates of the applied magnetic field. In order to validate the test results, a numerical model is developed and presented in this work. From the numerical model we also deduced an analytical approach for the magnetization loss in the stacks of tapes with arbitrary number of tapes in the critical state model. Comparison between the measured and estimated magnetization loss of the cable prototypes is reported as well.
Introduction
Various DC and AC measurements were performed with the 60 kA HTS fusion cable prototype in the EDIPO test facility [1] . The test results have been published recently in [2, 3] . Though the prototype was not designed for low AC loss, one of the issues obtained from the EDIPO measurements is relatively high AC loss in time varying magnetic field. As a result, additional investigations started over different AC loss contributions related to the geometry of the cable concept proposed at SPC.
The task starts with a study of the magnetization loss of the stack of HTS tape. In order to provide a comprehensive view on the selected topic, various effects have been studied such as the influence of the number of tapes in the stack, width of tapes, orientation of the applied magnetic field and manufacturer of the HTS tape.
There are several approaches applicable for numerical analysis of the stack's magnetization -widely used FEM modeling [4, 5] , integro-differential methods [6, 7] , variational formulation [8, 9] . The latter one was justified for the effective solving of high complexity problems [10] and recently generalized to deal with a smooth transition of the current-voltage relation of the superconducting material [11] . The variational formulation has been selected for the numerical model.
A set of short samples is prepared, see section 3. Isothermal magnetization loops of the samples were measured using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) equipped with a 12 T superconducting magnet and a variable temperature insert. The temperature of the sample can be varied by flowing He gas through a needle valve and by controlling with a PID feedback system. Measurements have been collected at 5 K and 77 K, in background magnetic field up to 12 T and different orientations of the samples: 0
• , 45
• and 90
• , see section 4. Using the data obtained from the numerical and experimental analyses, the magnetization loss of the stacks is assessed as a function of the various aspects of the stack, see section 5 together with the data from the HTS cable measurements in EDIPO.
Numerical modeling

Description of the model
A general variational approach for the electro-magnetic modeling of the superconductors with a smooth E(J) relation was summarized in [11] , where it was demonstrated that minimization of the certain scalar function L of multiple variables ('functional') is equivalent to solving the Maxwell equations. There are two options for the definition of L: magnetic field H and current density-scalar potential J − φ formulations. The latter one is selected for the stack's magnetization model since it only requires meshing over the superconductor domain. Eliminating the grid over 'air' allows speeding up the calculation. Now, let locate the stack at the origin with c-axis along the vertical y direction and assume it infinitely long in the z direction. Hence we will consider only longitudinal currents in the stack induced by the external magnetic field and/or transport current. A sketch of the stack geometry used in the model is presented in figure 1 . The superconducting layer of each tape in the stack is presented in the model as a thin rectangle with the width w and thickness d = 1 µm. Considering n t tapes in the stack and dividing each tape by N x cells along the width, the total number of mesh elements in the model becomes N = n t · N x . We use a uniform grid, so the width of each cell is s = w/N x . The cells are centered at the positions (x i , y j ):
Implying zero background magnetic field and transport current at the initial time, the trivial solution for the current distribution in the stack is I k (t = 0) = 0, (k = 1 . . . N ). Then, at the following time step ∆t, the external magnetic field is increased by ∆ #" B a at angle θ a to the c-axis of the stack (i.e. ∆ #" B a = ∆B a {cos θ a , sin θ a , 0}), that corresponds to a change of the vector potential ∆ #" gauge. In order to find distribution of the corresponding induced currents in the stack ∆I k (k = 1 . . . N ), first the following functional (see eq. (27) in [11] ) is minimized:
where the power law current-voltage relation is used with the exponent n and E c = 1 µV/cm; I cell c = j c (B, θ)·s·d is the critical current of the cell element being a function of the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field (at a given temperature); C ij is the matrix of mutual inductances of the cell elements, which can be calculated analytically (see Appendix). Note that the original definition of L contains a term related to the transport current source (∇φ in eq. (27) of [11] ) that has been dropped in the equation (1) . We implement this term as a minimization constraint on ∆I: sum of the induced currents in the stack should be equal to the applied ramp of the transport current ∆I tr . Note that using the gradient of L (see Appendix) provides more effective solving of the optimization problem.
After the minimization of L is completed, the obtained solution ∆I (i.e. intermediate distribution of the induced currents) is used to calculate the total magnetic field
. In turn, it allows updating the critical currents of the cell elements and repeating the minimization of L. After several iterations the final distribution of the induced currents ∆I is obtained that ensures consistency between the total magnetic field and critical currents of the elements (within a given tolerance). Thus, the current distribution of the stack reads as I(t+∆t) = I(t)+∆I and one can start the calculation of the induced currents ∆I for the next time step. Diagram of the described procedure of the calculation is illustrated in figure 2 .
For the each considered time step we calculate the magnetic moment of the stack m and instantaneous power loss P as follows (both -per unit length of the stack):
Finally, we calculate the hysteresis loss per cycle using the general expression: Q = P (t) dt. For the considering zero transport current case, one can also calculate the magnetization loss of the stack from the area of the corresponding magnetization loop (see [12] for the details): Q = m dB a .
Benchmarking
The presented numerical model was benchmarked against several analytical solutions for the magnetization behavior of a single tape. For instance, results of the modeling with the parameters n t = 1, w = 4 mm, N x = 100, j c (B, θ) = 40 kA/mm 2 (field independent; I cell c = 1.6 A), n = 1000 are presented together with the thin film behavior in the critical state model (see section III in [13] ) in figure 3 . Note that the curves in the left plot are marked with the values of time that correspond to the field ramp in the right plot. Due to an accurate agreement between the numeric data and Brandt's solution, we concluded a correct implementation of the model for high n-values. Additional validation of the n-value in the model was successfully performed by considering a saturated state of the tape, which also can be expressed analytically (see section V in [14] ).
It turns out that the effect of the geometry on the modeling results is practically negligible already for N x 30. In order to decrease the computational time, N x = 30 is retained for all the numerical results presented below.
Stack of tapes in the critical state model
There are two limit cases for the magnetization of the stacks in the perpendicular magnetic field (to the tape's face) that are solved analytically in the critical state model (i.e. assuming field independent j c with n → ∞): Brandt's solution for the single tape (n t = 1) [13] and Mawatari's solution for the stack with infinite number of tapes (n t = ∞) [15] . These solutions can be expressed for the magnetization loss per volume per cycle (in J/(m 3 ·cycle)) as follows:
where the parameters definition is the same as used in the numerical model. Note that for the stacks with D w the Mawatari's solution converges to the Brandt's one:
Using the numerical model, magnetization loss for the stacks with finite number of tapes n t can be also calculated. Results of the calculation for the different n t normalized by the Brandt's solution are presented in figure 4 . The curves demonstrate gradual decrease of the loss with increasing n t , that represents the effect of the magnetic shielding in the stack.
By taking into account a similar shape of the curves in figure 4 , the following approach is used to parametrize the numerical results: one can consider the n t -tape stack as the stack with infinite number of tapes but with some effective distance between the tapes D eff (n t ). Applying the valid limits for this parameter: D eff (∞) = D and D eff (1) = ∞, the obtained analytical parametrization for the magnetization loss reads 
Normalized magnetization loss n t = 1 n t = 2 n t = 4 n t = 8 n t = 16 n t = 28 as:
The selected parametrization of the numerical results (see the dashed lines in figure 4 ) provides a quite accurate data representation, with the maximum deviation 5 %.
Samples for the VSM measurements
The parameters of the stack samples that were prepared for the VSM measurements are summarized in table 1 . Length of the sample should not exceed 10 mm due to a restricted volume of the VSM system at ENEA. SuperPower single tapes with different lengths (4 mm, 5 mm and 10 mm) and SuperPower 16-tape stacks (5 mm and 10 mm) can be used to verify an edge effect of the short samples. With the SuperPower 4-mm wide, 5-mm long stack samples the magnetic shielding and field's orientation effects with the varied number of tapes are studied. The list of samples allows also evaluating the influence of the tape's manufacturer on the magnetization behavior by comparing the SuperPower and SuperOx single tapes and 16-tape stacks. Note that there are no artificial pinning centers in the SuperOx tapes, while BZO doping is used by the SuperPower company. Finally, the geometry aspect ratio of the stack was included in the program by the SuperPower stacks of different tape's width (3 mm vs 4 mm) and thickness: the 3 mm width tapes are 60 µm thick, while all the other tapes are 100 µm thick. • C controlling the temperature by a thermocouple inserted in the bottom block. During the melting of the solder additional pressing force is applied to ensure a tight packing of the stack. In case of the 3 mm width tapes, a narrower top pressing block is used with a teflon spacer to fill the width of the groove.
After the stack is soldered, the tapes in the stack are nicely packed in the crosssection, but slightly misaligned in the longitudinal direction. Because of that, slightly longer sections of tapes have been used in the soldering. The extra length from the misaligned edges of the stacks is cut away by the wire erosion, leading to a satisfactory geometry of the samples.
Cross-sections of the SuperPower stacks of 3 mm and 4 mm wide tapes are presented in figure 6 . Presumably, a noticeable geometry artifact of the narrower stacks (parabolic shape of tapes at the bottom of the stack) is due to the bent surface of the pressing block. Since the solder thickness between the tapes is negligible, the distance between the tapes (i.e. parameter D of the numerical model, see previous section) reduces simply to the tape's thickness: 100 µm and 60 µm for the 4 mm and 3 mm width samples respectively.
For the samples assembling only 3 different spools with the tapes (production 
mm
Experimental results
Finite length effect
The magnetic moment of the stack samples is strongly influenced by the finite length and n-value of the tapes. For a single tape, the influence of each factor can be expressed analytically: the impact of the edge currents on m was considered in [16] ; solution for the saturated state of the tape with finite n-value was given in [14] . Combining the both methods together, one can express m for the single tape as follows:
In the VSM measurements an effect of the ramp rateḂ on m was observed, which will be further discussed in [17] . To validate the finite length factor, the measured m is scaled by (1 − w/3l) for the 4 mm-width single tapes of the different length: 4, 5 and 10 mm (see table 1 ). The results of the scaling at 77 K are presented in figure 7 . From the transport measurements, the difference in I c of these samples is negligible at 77 K. The scaling is also applied to the 16-tape SuperPower stacks (5 and 10 mm long) with the same satisfactory agreement. Thus, the scaling is justified and will be used further in this paper to obtain the magnetization behavior of long stacks from the short samples measurements. 
Magnetization loops
The magnetization behavior of the stack samples described in table 1 was measured in the VSM system at 77 K and 5 K. For the measurements of the major magnetization loops the samples were cooled in zero field (ZFC), then the magnetic field was ramped as follows: ZFC → 6 → −1 → 1 → 0 T at 77 K; ZFC → 12 → −2 → 2 → 0 T at 5 K. In the minor loops measurements the field ramp was defined as 2 → 2.5 → 1.5 → 2.5 → 2 T at 77 K; 10 → 11 → 9 → 11 → 10 T at 5 K and performed at various ramp rates: 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 T/min. The minor loops are used to calculate the magnetization loss of the samples that will be discussed in the following section.
An example of major and minor loops of the SuperOx 16-tape stack at 77 K together with the corresponding modeling results is presented in figure 8 . The angular dependence of the critical current j c (B, θ) of the SuperOx tape at 77 K, used in the modeling, corresponds to the data presented in [18] and was provided by authors of that article in the tabulated form. Due to a weak influence of the n-value on the calculation for n 15, a constant n is retained as in table 2. Note that the developed numerical model (see previous section) has an accurate representation of the experimental data if the material properties are well defined.
Major magnetization loops for the SuperPower stacks with the different number of tapes n t at 5 K are summarized in figure 9 . The overlapping of the curves in the high field zone (B 6 T) suggest that the stack samples were not damaged during the assembly process. In the low field zone the self-field of the stacks has a strong impact on the resulting magnetic moment: the induced currents in the outer tapes of the stack generate sufficient magnetic field to ensure the shielding effect for the inner tapes. As a result, the magnetization loops become 'smoother' with the increasing number of tapes n t . The bottom plot of figure 9 contains also the comparison between the loops of the single tapes of the different widths, which demonstrates a weaker I c field dependence of 4 mm width tapes.
Orientation of the magnetic field
In order to apply the background magnetic field at θ a = 45
• to the c-axis of tapes, appropriate VSM sample holders were manufactured, see sketch in figure 10. Let assume that the resulting magnetic moment consists of the components, which are induced by the perpendicular ( for 0
• and 45
• applied magnetic field is given in figure 11 . For the 45 • case, m versus B ⊥ is also presented, which was obtained from the measurements as m = m z / cos θ a , B ⊥ = B a cos θ a (see figure 10 ). This transformation preserves the area of the loop and consolidates the conclusions that has been done above: in the presence of #" B component the loop is similar to the one in 0
• applied field, but slightly squeezed (see also [19, 20] ). For the 90
• orientation reliable results could not be obtained in the VSM system due to a weak magnetization of the sample. SQUID magnetometer should be used instead as a more sensitive technique.
Magnetization loss
Using the minor loops measurements the magnetization loss of the stacks (see description in table 1) is calculated at 5 K and 77 K as an area of the closed loop: Q = m dB a . A minor effect of the ramp rate on the loss was found and could be expressed as Q ∼Ḃ 1/n [21] . This relation can be simply obtained from the equation (5) if the sample is considered only in the saturated state (good assumption for the samples with a low penetration field).
The loss estimate as a function of the number of tapes n t normalized by the loss of the single tape in the perpendicular field is summarized in figure 12 in results is in agreement with the analytical expression (4): a lower aspect ratio D/w leads to lower loss (D/w is 0.025 and 0.020 respectively). A further reduction of the loss was obtained in the field applied at 45
• to the c-axis of the SuperPower stacks. In the measurements at 5 K the field ramp 10 ± 1 T corresponds to a variation of the perpendicular and parallel components by 7.1 ± 0.7 T. These variations are high enough to saturate the single tape: the 33 % loss reduction is mainly due to the shorter field ramp. In contrast, the full saturation was not achieved on the other samples, which have penetration field higher than 0.7 T: starting the loop from the upper branch of the magnetic moment, the bottom one was not reached in these measurements. As a result, the loss is additionally lowered by the weak magnetization of the stack samples.
Similar results were obtained at 77 K (right plot in figure 12 ), but the data are less smooth because of low absolute values of the loss (∼ 30 times smaller than at 5 K). Note that the influence of the number of tapes n t on the loss reduction at 77 K is much weaker than at 5 K. This can be explained by a low penetration field of the samples compared to the applied minor loops 2.0 ± 0.5 T. The tapes in the stack behave almost independent from the each other. The loss reduction for 45
• oriented field (≈ 30 %) correspond mainly to the shorter field ramp of the perpendicular field component, which is 29 % shorter than the one for the 0
• case. The solid lines in figure 12 represent the magnetization loss obtained from the developed numerical model (see section 2): the darker/lighter curve correspond to 0
• /45
• applied field respectively (for the both temperatures). At 5 K the modeling results correspond to the SuperPower tapes (j c (B, θ) from [2] ); at 77 K -to the SuperOx tapes (j c (B, θ) from [18] ). In case of 45
• applied field at 5 K, the progressing deviation between the experimental and numerical data may be due to the discrepancy between the real and modeled angular dependence of the material. In this case, the full saturation was not obtained also in the modeling for n t > 8 (loops are not closed). In other cases there is a good correlation between the measurements and modeling. The magnetization loss of the 16-tape stacks was estimated from the calorimetric AC loss tests performed with the 60 kA HTS cable prototypes in EDIPO [2, 3] . The AC loss of the SuperPower and SuperOx prototypes was measured against the frequency of the AC field from 0.1 Hz to 2 Hz, that allows assessing the magnetization loss by extrapolation to 0 Hz. Twisting of the stacks in the cables was accounted in the calculations in a simplified way: the loss was calculated as a function of field's orientation θ a and then averaged over that parameter. The results obtained from the EDIPO tests, numerical simulation and analytical approach (see equation (4)) for the applied loops 2.0 ± 0.3 T at 5 K are compared in table 3. For the SuperPower/SuperOx single twisted tape, the corresponding loss is estimated to ≈ 250 mJ/m/cycle. According to the qualitative data agreement, the proposed analytical approach is also validated and can be used as a fast and reliable tool to estimate the magnetization loss of the stacked tapes.
Summary
Various aspects of the magnetization phenomena in the stacked HTS tapes have been studied from the numerical and experimental points of view. The developed numerical model served as an effective tool to propose the analytical approach for estimating the magnetization loss in the stacks with arbitrary number of tapes n t and to better understand the underlying mechanisms of the magnetization. Using the VSM various aspects have been investigated, affecting the magnetization of the stacks: finite length and D/w aspect ratio effects, shielding of the magnetic field in the stacked tapes, orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the c-axis of the stack, influence of the temperature. A satisfactory agreement for the magnetization loss obtained from the modeling and measurements (including AC tests performed in the EDIPO test facility) has been demonstrated. This allows using the developed numerical tools in the performance assessment of next HTS cable prototypes. Further numerical tasks will address the implementation of the transport current term in the model and possible improvements in the optimization algorithms, since an appropriate selection of the solver may drastically speed up the calculation. Considering the two identical current elements centred at the positions (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ), average vector potential and magnetic field generated by the first element with the current I over the cross-section of the second one can be obtained by direct integration of (A1) and reads as: 
From the physical point of view, this expression represents the electric field that drives the current redistribution.
